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 ABSTRACT 
 
Name                :  Sumarni 
Reg. Number   :  40300109094 
Title                  : The Power Of LoveAnalysis In Rachel Ward’s Novel  
                            “Numbers” 
Supervisor      : 1. H. Barsihannor 
                2. Syahruni Junaid  
 
 The research is about “The power of love analysis in Rachel Ward‟s novel 
“Numbers”. The objective of the research is finding out the types of power of love 
used by the all character in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers” and how is the power of 
love performed by all character in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”. The 
methodology which the writer applied in this research was descriptive qualitative 
method. The source of the data in this researchwas Rachel Ward‟s novel 
“Numbers”which was published by Scholastic Press, Los Angeles in 2010. 
 In collecting the data, the writer used note-taking technique. In analyzing 
the data, the writer used Erich Fromm‟s theory about the power of love. It aimed to 
find out the five types of power of love performed by all character in the novel, then 
the writer analyzed and explained the data from the novel. 
 The result of this research showed that there were four types of power of 
love out of five types of power of love which analyzed in the novel. The five types of 
power of love were brotherly love, motherly love, love between husband and wife, 
self love and love of God. However, the types of power of love mostly performed by 
all character in the novel were brotherly love and motherly love. Brotherly love and 
motherly love actually closely related because incorporates the sense care to another 
person although brotherly love is care to fellow man and motherly love is care her or 
him child but basically care is subject of them.  
 
 
 
 CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Literature generally concerns with the relationship between society and 
individuals, individuals and events which take place within the individual circle 
(Wellek and Werren, 1997: 94). That is clear that literary work especially novel is 
made by an author for communicating his or her feeling to readers just like other 
work.  The writer communicates to his or her readers and expresses the identities of 
their characters, such as feeling, idea, and experience. 
Literature is a form of art because we can enjoy the beauty through language, 
Halim wrote: 
“Literature is not a science but art. Most art activities involve a log of 
emotional aspects of man kinds, such as; feeling, spirit belief and others are 
difficult to define. Although it is hard to define, basically, literature is a 
language art” (Halim, 2003: 35). 
 
When we are talking about literary work, it is clear in our mind that literary 
work is meant of convey message by using language, literature is art which relation 
with emotional aspect of human. 
One of the most popular forms of literature is novel. According to Bonn 
(2010: 112), novel is a long fictional narrative written in prose, which developed 
from the novella and other early forms of narrative. A novel is usually organized 
under a plot or theme with a focus on character development and action. So an action 
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 and events of the novel usually relation with real life, characters development in the 
novel usually describe character of human in real life, love, experience, ambition, 
sadness, happiness, altogether show in the novel.  
Love is very important part in the novel, because there is one‟s contributing 
factor in the novel so that interesting to read and are usually related with real life. 
When we are talking about love automatically relation with power of love, power of 
love is created because there is love, and there are several types of love closely 
related power of love that is brotherly love, motherly love, self love, erotic love and 
god love. There are some function of power of love that is to build good relation with 
another person, give change from bad human to good human, unite fellow men who 
separate, unite persons that different of status social and care with fellow men. 
According to Fromm (1956: 26-27), the power of love is an action, the active concern 
for the life and the growth of that which we love, common to all forms of power of 
love there are care, respect, and responsibility. Love is an active power in man, a 
power which breaks through the walls which separate man from his fellow men. That 
is clear that power of love is a human action that makes people become one or the 
power that unites human beings of separateness, the power of love is care, respect, 
concern for another person. Although, such power love may be many often clashing 
with one another on several levels, they usually occur three patterns: (1) the power of 
love between parent and child, (2) the power of love between husband and wife, (3) 
the power of love between human beings and God.  
 Power of love is an important part of life of human, because it can use 
interaction with another person. Power of love is a strong affection or deep concern 
for another person. The power of love can be communicated in many different ways. 
It is expressed through words, for example: other actions that show admiration and 
concern (Mifflin, 1987: 80). So' power of love is strong affection for another person, 
care with fellow human and it can be communicated. It is empty and meaningless 
when human beings cannot interact with one another to make themselves exist. The 
ultimate goal of interaction is to show how somebody feels consciously the presence 
of others in order to communicate and live together. One form of these social 
interactions is the power of love. Power of love is a sort of glue to living persons that 
unite of difference. With power of love, human beings may unite the meaning of life 
in broadest meaning. 
The writer chose this novel because it reflects the power of love in the story of 
this novel. Numbers is a novel which is telling about the main character, she is 
Jemma Marsh who has problem, she is able to look number in eyes. The number is 
the date of death. These numbers represent the date, month and year of that person's 
death. The date is date of death of someone  which she look through his or her eyes. 
She has boyfriend named Spider and she look number in Spider eyes, the number is 
15.12.2009 and then she tried to fight in order to remain united with Spider.  Actually 
at the time, Spider is drug users and sellers so that he becomes the target of police. 
One day, she and Spider go to a town called London. But after Marsh in there, she 
 looks same number in every people and that number is the date of that day. Marsh 
and Spider get out from that place, and then that place explode and all of human in 
that place die, but before that place explode she is suspected by police as terrorists 
and automatically she and Spider become target of police. She become afraid and 
invites Spider escape, Marsh so care, concern, and have responsibility to him. 
Basically, it‟s not only become one's reason she invites Spider run away but because 
she very loves him and has promise to grandmothers Val to save Spider. As evidence 
she escape with Spider and around the London through mountains, forest and some 
rivers together to find someone who can remove the date of death and she never give 
up so that Spider can live although in the end the police arrested Spider and that day 
is date of death Spider. This is proving the power of love her to him, although in the 
end to accept the fact that Spider die, but she still love him and promise to him never 
married with another person. And not only that, the power of love makes her stay  
keeps their children (Ward: 2010). The unique of novel Numbers by Rachel Ward 
that is ever accept appreciation prize winning short story turned into the opening 
chapter of numbers, and also ever accept award at a religion arts festival at 2010 year 
(Ward : 2010). 
Based on the explanation above, the writer is interested analyzing the power 
of love in the novel Numbers by Rachel Ward (2010) because by knowing it, many 
things can be got. In the novel Numbers by Rachel Ward, it explores about power of 
love. Moreover, power of love is very important in ones‟ lives, because every human 
 need power of love into every relation with their couple and another person, it has 
helped human grow to something different and helped in shaping human personalities 
and bring human to the right paths of life. 
B. Problem Statement 
The writer focused on the power of love in the Rachel Ward of novel 
“Numbers”. The question within the writer‟s work is: 
How is the power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”? 
C. Research Objective 
Based on the problem statement above, the writer provided the objective of 
the research, as the follow: 
To give explanation about how is the power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel 
“Numbers”.  
D. Significance Of Research 
It is hoped that the result of this research can be used as a reference for 
learning how is power of love and increasing reader‟s knowledge about power of 
love. By analyzing power of love, readers can learn: what is the meaning power of 
love and kinds of power of love.  
E. Scope Of Research  
Related to the topic as literature, the writer focus on analyzing how is the 
power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers” based on Erich Fromm‟s theory. 
 
 CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
A. Previous Finding  
In this chapter, the research presented theory in her research which has 
similarity or differences with the following: 
Paris (2011), in his thesis “Power of Love in the novel Love you, Hate you, 
Miss you by Elizabeth Scoot. The research analyzed the power of love, the worldview 
of the author in the power of love and the moral value in the novel the Love you, Hate 
you, Miss you by Elizabeth Scoot. In this research the writer found that there are three 
important things: 1) the love found in the novel are maternal love, paternal love and 
love between husband and wife. 2) The worldview of the author in the novel Love 
You, Hate You, Miss you those are: a) Education. b) Effect of alcohol. c) The 
friendship. 3) The moral value based on Elizabeth Scoot; love is spirit, regret always 
came late and true love never ends. 
Hidayat (2010), in his thesis entitle “Power and Love in The True Story of 
Rebel Daughter by Janet Todd.  He analyzed that power and love that arise in the 
True Story of Rebel Daughters by Janet Todd are power that is used to measure of an 
entity‟s ability to control the environment around itself, including the behavior of 
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 other entities. Love is any of number of emotions and experiences related to a sense 
of strong affection and attachment. 
From the explanation of thesis above, the similarity of this thesis with the 
previous findings above was talking about love as the main object in the analysis. The 
first previous findings are analyzing about love, kinds of love, the worldview of the 
author in the power of love and the moral value. The second finding is analyzing the 
power and love, kinds of power and love, the main character deals with the power and 
love. 
The differences from the previous findings above were Paris and Hidayat 
focused analysis of love. In contrary in this research among the previous finding 
above, the research will focus on the analysis of power of love. In addition, this also 
use different data source from those previous findings above, the writer use object 
that is novel Numbers by Rachel Ward.  
B. Power of Love 
1. Definition  
When we are talking about love automatically has relation with power. Thus, 
power and love is a word mutual related. According to Tressider (1997: 33), love is 
poetic emotion that we know and our most basic needs all at once.  That is clear that 
love is the key to open everything great in human fate, love is supreme and it is a 
need of human. 
 In general, love process will produce power of love. As what Fromm 
(1956:25) confirms that: “Love is a power which produces love; impotence is the 
inability to produce   love”. 
 
Fromm in Johann Maree (2012:9), most important themes about power of 
love is that it can only come from a productive person by whom he means a person 
who has the capacity, potency and strength to give unreservedly. Love is implicitly 
implying “like marries like” that may be stated still more specially. The nation of 
remarrying the sense of like feeling represent the highest valuable standard of living 
to share, there will not be sense of feeling low or shallow when the meaning of love is 
placed right in terms of to like one another in terms of love. Thus, power love is 
summary of man‟s life history with another person to take and give for living together 
harmoniously. Care, respect and concern imply another aspect of power of love that is 
responsibility, Of what power of love has power positively given to be understood is 
the sense of attention. It is attention that becomes cornerstone of human beings 
relationship. Through great attention the love has makes men realize the feelings and 
symptoms of love socially and morally. 
Walster in Popenoe (1986:367) believe that power of love is basis for union. 
So, power of love is power for unite. The meaning of power of love is not strictly 
defined as passion of owning something completely it is expressed and defined in a 
variety of ways.  Husband and wife, parent and child are a simple example unite that 
human beings mutual need in their lives, it is one form of power of love which links 
 loyalty toward each other. Such feeling and behavior is a form of power of love. The 
caring among parents, children, brothers, and sisters is an implementation power of 
love of human beings. It is notable that the meaning power of love can be wrongly. 
For instance, the power of love may terminate the nook of life meaning if it is 
centered for only one's own satisfaction. Power of love truly does not belong to an 
individual. It is shared in the nuance of true meaning of life itself. Yet, what power of 
love may give is the same as what power of love may take. It is equally implied for 
the benefit of mankind to link the feelings of equality and belongingness. 
There is an important aspect power of love that may bridge unity among 
individuals. “The power of love as something that is so powerful it changes the world 
and brings eternal peace” (Katz, 2007: 19). So, power of love is a medium for change 
and creates peacefulness in the world. Power of love teaches now to forgive the 
mistake in order to get the missing part of humanity, with power of love the real 
union of human relationship will stand strongly and harmoniously.  
In short, love usually refers to power of love, an experience felt by a person 
for another person. Power of love often involves caring for or identifying with a 
person or thing, including oneself. Based on the explanation above, the writer found 
some points about power of love: 
 
 
 
 a. Power of love is a spirit in human‟s life 
b. Power of love is everything, someone lives because power of love and he 
dies because it. 
c. Power of love is powerful of human which use communication with 
another person. 
d. Power of love is basically power for unite fellow human which different 
status   social. 
e. Power of love will be help of human built good relation with another 
person, care, respect, responsibility is a simple of example of power of 
love. 
C. Types of power of love 
There are some types of love which related with power of love. Fromm (1956: 
47-63), mentioned that there are five types of love closely related with power of love. 
They are: 
1. Brotherly Love 
Brotherly love is love of neighbor including the stranger. Brotherly love is 
based on the experience that we all are one. Brotherly love incorporates the sense of 
responsibility, care, respect and knowledge that furthers the life of another human 
being. The differences in talents, intelligence, and knowledge are negligible in 
comparison with the identity of the human core common to all men. Brotherly love is 
love between equals: but, indeed, even as equals we are not always “equals”; in as 
 much as we are human, we are all in need of help: Today I, Tomorrow you. But this 
need of help does not mean that the one is helpless, the other powerful. Helplessness 
is a transitory condition; the ability to stand and walk on one‟s own feet is the 
permanent and common one. So‟ it can be concluded that, brotherly love closely 
related with power of love because it is show love to among humans. Brotherly love 
is when human help each other without look different status and more than sense of 
responsibility, care, respect, and knowledge that furthers the life of another human 
being, for example help fellow man which need and it is proof of power of love of 
fellow man. 
2. Motherly Love 
Motherly love is the love of a woman for her children. Motherly love is 
unconditional love like that of a mother for her child. Motherly love, it is 
unconditional affirmation of the child‟s life and his needs.” Milk is the symbol of the 
first aspect of love, that of care and affirmation. Honey symbolizes the sweetness of 
life, the love for it and the happiness in being alive. Most mothers are capable of 
giving “milk,” but only a minority of giving “honey” too.  So that, motherly love is 
love between mom‟s and child, there are two symbolism of motherly love that is milk 
and honey. A mothers show love to her child with sense care, and responsibility 
absolutely necessary for the preservation of the child‟s life and growth, and it is clear 
that the power of love between mother to her child very strong. For example, when a 
woman have child, she is caring, responsibility and concern to her child and this is 
form of power of love mother. 
 3. Love between Husband and Wife 
The Greek word for this part of love is “Eros". We think in terms of erotic and 
or sexual behavior do we not? it begins when two people become aware of each other 
in a manner beyond the brotherly love we have seen above. There is a strong physical 
attraction and need for sexual involvement and satisfaction. Most likely, it is begun in 
the male who is noticing the attractiveness of a particular women. she may or may not 
be " beautiful" physically as beauty is portrayed in the media today. But it can just as 
easily be a nothing of inner beauty.If it happens to the women first, it can also be a 
physical attraction, but more likely is some emotional administration of the man's 
talents or degree of education which equates to his being a potentially good provider 
and protector, erotic love is based on a love that inspires the wish for sexual union 
and the power of love only temporary. In either case, the normal result is a mutual 
attraction between the two, which normally would lead to courtship and physical 
intimacy. 
4. Self-love 
Self-love is just concern for himself as an individual not to another person. 
Love of oneself, says Fromm, is rooted in one‟s capacity to love, „the affirmation of 
one‟s own life, happiness, growth, freedom.‟ Love for oneself and love for another 
are not mutually exclusive. They are „inseparably connected‟. While it raises no 
objection to apply the concept of love to various objects, it is a widespread belief that, 
while it is virtuous to love others, it is sinful to love oneself it is assumed that to the 
degree to which I love myself I do not love others, that self-love is the same as 
 selfishness (Fromm, 1956: 60). That is clear that self-love is how someone only care 
and responsibility to her or himself without care with another person, just for herself. 
5. Love of God 
Love of God also springs from the need to overcome the anxiety of 
separateness by the experience of union. Our love of God is based on our 
understanding of the nature and character of God which has changed over time. This 
will be dealt with in the section on religion.It has been stated above that the basis for 
our need to love alive in the experience of separateness and the resulting need to 
overcome the anxiety of separateness by the experience of union. The religious form 
of love, that which is called the love of God, is psychology speaking, not different. It 
springs from the need to overcome separateness and to achieve union. In fact, the 
love of God has as many different qualities and aspects as the love of man have-and 
to a large extent we find the same differences. The understanding of the concept of 
God must, therefore, start with an analysis of the character structure of the person 
who work ships God. So that, love of God unlimited for human beings, love of God 
based on our firm believe and everyone has conviction different. From their 
conviction it appear power of love to God. 
. There are five types of power of love according to Fromm and every types 
have different definition, and the different each kinds of power of love shown from 
the action human to another human. For example, care and respect to another human 
as fellow man is form power of love tha is brotherly love, responsibility, care and 
 respect to her or him child is motherly love, care to couple as wife or husband is form 
of love between husband and wife, care and respect to him or her self without care 
about another person is form of self love and believe to the God as creation of God is 
form love of God.  
From the explanation about types of power of love the writer can make 
conclude that, there are five types of power of love always happen in the real life, 
because every human usually shown the action her or him power of love to another 
human. From the five types of power of love, the first is brotherly love, motherly love 
and love of God, love between husband and wife, and self-love. There are some 
advantages and disadvantages of power of love, the advantages of power of love that 
is unite fellow humans who separated, capable of receiving pair shortages, build good 
relationship among humans, change bad human to good human, care, concern and 
responsibility with fellow men. The disadvantages of power of love that is emergence 
of no confidence, cannot interact with other people, cannot establish a good job 
relationship with the other person, make person desperate, not care and responsibility 
with another person. In the Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers” the writer will 
investigate four types power of love with complete. 
D. Biography Of The Author 
Rachel Ward was born on September 12, 1957 in Cornwell Manor England,as 
Rachel Claire Ward, the daughter of Claire Leonora (née Baring) and the Hon. She is 
an actress, writer and director, her debut novel is known for Against All Odds (1984), 
 Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid (1982), On the Beach (2000) and Numbers (2010). She 
has been married to Bryan Brown since April 16, 1983. They have three children. 
Rachel Ward grew up in Surrey, England. She studied geography at Durham 
University and went on to work for several local environmental organizations while 
raising a family (Rachel, 2010). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 
 
A. Research Method 
In this research, the researcher used descriptive analysis method to complete 
the data.According to Bogdan and Biklen in Sugiyono (2010:21) that qualitative 
descriptive method is used to analyze and interpret the data, and the data collected is 
in the form of words of pictures rather than number.This method is aimed to describe 
how is the power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”. 
B. Source Of Data 
The object of this research was the novel Number sby Rachel Ward.This 
novel consists of 39 chapters and 325 pages. It was published by Scholastic USA, Los 
Angeles in 2010.  
C. Instrument of the Research 
The writer in this research used note taking as the instrument. According to 
Nazir, note taking is a system for recording information which requires the writer to 
use card. The information includes the last name of author, page and related 
information (Nazir, 1998: 124-125). 
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 From the explanation above, the writer concluded that note taking is an 
instrument which using card for collecting information. This information consist of 
some elements, they are last name of author, page and related information. By this 
instrument, first of all, the writer read the full text of novel. Then, the writer took 
notes from the text that expressing the power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel 
“Numbers”, after that categorize and analyze them. 
D. Procedure of  Collecting Data 
  In collecting the data, the researcher used descriptive method. In this case it 
was conducted through the following steps: 
a. The writer read the novel carefully. 
b. The writer identified all the statement that describes how is the power of love 
and types of power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”. 
c. There were four cards used by the writer. They were white, red, blue and 
brown for classifying types of power of love in the novel by Rachel Ward.  
d. The writer analyzing the data with Erich Fromm‟s theory about the power of 
love. 
E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The data analysis technique used in this research was descriptive qualitative 
method and the researcher used Fromm's theory called the power of love theory. This 
 theory consisted of five types they are brotherly love, motherly love, love God, love 
between husband and wife and self love. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 This chapter consisted of findings and discussions part to show the result of 
this research. The writer would like to present what have been found from the Rachel 
Ward‟s novel‟s “Numbers”. From five types of power of love the writer showed the 
four types of power of love were found in the novel, classified the types of power of 
love into tables, and explained the context of  types of power of love that used by all 
character based on the theory that she used. 
A. Finding 
In this research, the writer presented the data analysis based on the four types 
of power of love in Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”. According to Erich Fromm 
(1956: 47-63) power of love divides into five types. They are brotherly love, 
motherly love, love between husband and wife, self love, and love of God. However, 
the writer took only four types of power of love such as brotherly love, motherly 
love, self love, and love of God. To understand the data collection, the writer 
presented explanation that Ch. as Chapter, Pg. as Page, Par. as Paragraph and Dt. as 
Datum. 
1. Types of power of love 
There are five types of power of love that is, Brotherly love (BL), Motherly 
love (ML), love between husband and wife (LHW), Self love (SL), Love of God 
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 (LG) but only four types of power of love were found into novel presented in the 
table as below:  
No Data 
Types of Power of Love 
BL ML LHW SL LG 
1. Marsh 
 
a.  “Spider, he is using you. If it wasn‟t 
risky, he‟d do it himself, whatever it is 
you‟re doing. You‟re the one who‟ll get 
busted. Fancy a spell on the inside, do 
you?” “Nah, I’ll be fine. I’m careful. I’ll 
just do it for a few months. Couple of 
years and I’ll be out of here. (Ward, Ch-
6/Pg-51/Par-47/Dt-1). 
 
b. “You saved me. You saved my life. 
Forget about it. I just did what anyone 
would‟ve. We helped each other to our 
feet, staggered up the bank, and trudged 
upstream again. Spider was in front, like 
usual, but he kept stopping and looking 
back at me, then smiling, shaking his 
head, and carrying on. (Ward, Ch-15/Pg-
123/Par-11/Dt-2).  
 
c. He dropped his hands down and looked at 
me. His eyes were red-rimmed. “Thank 
you,” he said, and he nodded. “I 
shouldn’t have asked, and I won’t ever ask 
you again. I promise.” He looked like a 
little boy, so serious and solemn. I wanted 
to put my arms around him and tell him 
everything was going to be OK. I 
suddenly though of Val, the woman who 
had comforted him like that when he was 
little, and the words she’d said to me-was 
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 it only two days ago?-came ringing back 
into my head. “Take good care of him, 
Jem. Keep him safe,” This was all getting 
to be too much-I was in way too deep. 
(Ward, Ch-17/Pg-146/Par-44/Dt-3). 
 
d. He was out of his mind with worry. It felt 
like my fault. I wanted to reach him; I 
wanted to take his distress away. “Spider, 
listen. Maybe I‟m wrong.” The words 
crept out of me like quiet little mice. 
(Ward, Ch-22/Pg-193/Par-26/Dt-4).  
 
e. I tried to focus, to bring all these random 
thoughts back to the important one: If I 
ended it now, if I found that courage, I 
could stop the misery for a lot of people. 
Most of all, there was a chance I could 
save spider. If no one saw his number any 
longer, perhaps that number would no 
longer exist. (Ward, Ch-38/Pg-307/Par-
3/Dt-5). 
 
f. Spider and I could have our “Happy ever 
after” ending. “I love you, too, Spider. I 
can face anything with you. Let’s go 
inside, I’m freezing.” He smiled at me, let 
go of my hand, and formed a fist. Our 
knuckles touched.  (Ward, Ch-38/Pg-
310/Par-31/Dt-6). 
 
g. Spider came to find me. “You alright, 
mate?” I coughed and spat, trying to get 
my mouth clean. “Yeah,” I said. I got a 
tissue out of my pocket, wiped my mouth. 
“Spider?” “Yeah.” “I could„ve done 
something. I knew something was going 
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 happen. I could have warned them, got 
them to shut the place down or 
something, I dun no.”  (Ward, Ch-10/Pg-
78/Par-22/Dt-7). 
 
h. “I think we all do, darling,” I said. “Let‟s 
make a cup tea.” I put some juice in a 
bottle for Adam, and some tea in another 
one for Karen-like I said, it was like 
having two kids. (Ward, Ch-39/Pg-
322/Par-14/Dt-8). 
 
i. I held both hands up to my face, covering 
my nose and mouth. My own breath 
warmed my face as I whispered over and 
over, “Oh, my God. Oh, my God.” I had 
no idea what to do-I was too scared to 
cry. (Ward, Ch-23/Pg-197/Par-4/Dt-9). 
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2. Spider 
 
a. He was pacing up and down on the 
towpath, rocking his head, flipping his 
fingers, muttering under his breath. 
“Hey,” I said, with hardly any sound at 
all. He stopped packing and crouched 
down by me. “You alright, man?” he 
said. “Thing so.” He helped me to sit up 
slowly, and then sat next to me. I was 
shivering. He grabbed his warm and held 
it out.“Here, put this on. (Ward, Ch-9/Pg-
73/Par-18/Dt-10).   
 
b. “Whoa!” Spider was halfway across the 
river, flailing his arm about. “It’s bit 
slippery. You have to be careful,” he 
called. “OK,” I yelled back, and went 
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 back to unpicking the knot my laces had 
got into. (Ward, Ch-14/Pg-119/Par-35/Dt-
11).   
 
c. After a bit, I could hear spider walking 
over toward me. “You alright?” “No,” I 
felt his hand on my back. It rested there 
for a second, and then moved gently up 
and down, shooting me. (Ward, Ch-
17/Pg-142/Par-21/Dt-12). 
 
d. “What good would that have done? 
Killing him? It would’ve just meant more 
trouble for you.” “I don‟t care. He 
doesn‟t deserve anything different for 
what he done. He had no right…” (Ward, 
Ch-22/Pg-190/Par-12/Dt-13).                                    
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3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Karen 
 
a. “Marsh!” she said. “Are you alright? 
Where‟ve you been? “Out,” I said. I 
didn’t have it in me to explain everything. 
Where would I start? “Come in, Marsh. 
Sit down.” (Ward, Ch-4/Pg-29/Par-19/Dt-
14). 
 
b. “Marsh, it‟s important that you tell us 
everything you can. I don‟t believe that 
you‟re a violent person. You‟ve not 
shown that at home. Something 
happened, didn‟t it? If you tell us, it will 
help us to understand.” Her words started 
to break through my brick wall, worming 
their way into my head. She was getting to 
me, making me think that I could be 
listened to, but where would I start? 
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(Ward, Ch-7/Pg-56/Par-18/Dt-15). 
 
c. “Marsh!” she said, and half walked, half 
ran across the room with her arms open. 
She gathered me to her, and all at once I 
was back in her kitchen on Sherwood 
road, I was who I used to be, before all 
this happened. She held me for a long 
time. There was a lot of emotion from her, 
in that hug; it surprised me, kind of 
repulsed me, too, but I didn’t pull away. It 
was like she’d really missed me-I would 
have thought she’d be glad for the peace 
and quiet of the past few days.  Eventually, 
she let go and moved away a little. “How 
are you? Are you alright? I‟ve been so 
worried. If you‟d only told me….”There 
was pain in her face, concern. “I‟m 
alright,” I said, but I was betrayed by the 
wobble in my voice. “You look tired. 
You‟re very pale.” She stroked my cheek 
with one of her pudgy hands. “It‟s alright 
now, Marsh. You can come home with 
me. I expect the police will want to 
question you again tomorrow, and I’ll be 
with you, but you can come home 
tonight.” (Ward, Ch-30/Pg-253/Par-
21/Dt-16). 
 
d. Maybe she could help me see him again. 
So I didn’t tell her to mind her own 
business, which is what I wanted to do. 
“Just friends,” I mumbled,” good friends.’ 
Hateful warmth was spreading into my 
cheeks. God, it’s hideous when your body 
betrays you. She saw it, and started 
smiling. “But you like him,” she said 
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coyly. I was bursting inside. Yeah, I liked 
him. I thought about him every minute of 
every day. I ached without him. I loved 
him. All those things I could never say out 
loud-except, maybe, to him. “Yeah, I 
really like him,” I said, trying to keep my 
voice even, willing the hot skin on my face 
to cool down and get back to normal. 
“And I really need to see him again. It’s 
important, Karen. I need to see him.” She 
smiled at me, a twinkling, and 
sympathetic smile.  “I know what that 
feels like. I was young once, too, you 
know.” How many more middle-aged 
clichés was she going to roll out today? 
“You will see him again, Marsh. (Ward, 
Ch-31/Pg-258/Par-4/Dt-17).  
 
e. “Marsh, sometimes things get muddled 
up. I know how tough it‟s been for you. 
You‟ve been through so much 
unhappiness and change. I knew that 
when I agreed to take you on. Sometimes, 
when things are confusing, anyway, we try 
and make sense of it our own way; we find 
ways of coping…” (Ward, Ch-31/Pg-
260/Par-15/Dt-18). 
 
f. “God may have given it to you. Maybe 
it‟s not so much a gift to you, but a gift to 
all of us.” She‟d lost me now. “I don’t get 
it.” “You are a witness, Marsh. You bear 
witness to the fact that we are all mortal. 
That our days here are numbered. That 
there’s so little time. “God loves you, 
Marsh. He will give you the 
strength.”(Ward,Ch-35/Pg-87/Par-12/Dt-
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4. Val 
 
a. I had another reason to hesitate. Those 
hazel eyes that saw my secrets. Sure 
enough, Val was sitting on her perch in 
the kitchen Spider bent to kiss her. “Got 
off early, did you?” she asked, glancing at 
the kitchen clock. Val heaved herself 
down from her peach and shuffled over 
to the kettle. “That right? Here, sit down. 
I‟ll make you both some tea. Nice sweet 
tea, that‟s what you need. (Ward, Ch-
5/Pg-36/Par-28/Dt-20). 
 
b. Spider moved from the doorway, where 
he’d been learning, and put his arm 
around his grandmother. “This your way 
of cheering Marsh up? Daft old cow.” 
When he let go of her hand, it rested 
affection- lately on his face for a second. 
“He‟s not a bad lad, Marsh. Not a bad 
lad. Put your granddad back then, son.”    
(Ward, Ch-5/Pg-39/Par-50/Dt-21). 
 
c. “Come here. Sit down, love. You look 
done in.” “So you saved him. You kept 
my boy safe.” She held both my hands in 
hers now, looked deep into my eyes. 
“Thank you. Thank you for bringing him 
back to me. He‟s a naughty boy, but he 
means the world to me. Thank you.” 
(Ward,Ch-10/Pg-80/Par-31/Dt-22). 
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 5. Britney 
 
a. “You alright? You‟ve turned a right 
funny color.” I guess the heat and the 
food and the tiredness had got to me, the 
room was starting to swim around. “I felt 
a bit dizzy.” Britney jumped up from the 
bed next to me and took my plate. “Here, 
lie down. You‟ll be alright.” (Ward, Ch-
24/Pg-207/Par-35/Dt-23). 
 
b. “You OK?” “Yeah, kind of.” “Need a 
hug?” I didn‟t answer, but she learned 
forward anyway and put her arms round 
me. I stiffened, and she must have felt it, 
but she didn‟t let me go. “It‟s alright,” 
she said. “Everything will be alright. 
Here, have some of that tea. “She handed 
it over-hot, sweet tea, best thing I‟d tasted 
for a long time. I drained the cup and we 
both lay down, curled up at opposite ends 
of the bed, legs hooked into each other’s. 
The tea had soothed me; my mind was so 
full I couldn’t think anymore. I was 
completely exhausted now; I could feel 
waves of sleep starting to wash over me. 
(Ward, Ch-25/Pg-218/Par-37/Dt-24). 
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6. Rita 
 
a. “If there‟s someone, somewhere, waiting 
for news about you, you should give them 
a ring. Just let them know you‟re OK. 
Take it from me, lovely. I know what it‟s 
like to sit looking at that phone, willing it 
to ring. Breaks your heart, it does.” She 
wasn’t looking at spider and me anymore; 
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 her eyes were directed at one of the 
pictures on the wall, but I could tell she 
wasn’t seeing it. She was somewhere else, 
somewhere painful. (Ward, Ch-20/Pg-
171/Par-12/Dt-25). 
 
 
7. Anne 
 
a. “Stood up a bit quickly?” and had her 
arm half around me, supporting me, 
although she me away from her body. I 
got the feeling that if she could have used 
tongs, she would have. “Sit down here, 
that‟s it. You don‟t look like you‟ve been 
eating much. Try a bit of toast. Here” she 
un wrapped a foil parcel. “Have some, 
then. Here we are.” She put four mugs 
down on the table and joined Karen and 
me. (Ward, Ch-33/Pg-272/Par-6/Dt-26). 
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8. Mum 
 
a. Mum jerked the stroller to a halt and 
swung it’ round to face her. She looked me 
straight in the eye, the fury clear on her 
face. “Listen, Marsh.” The words came 
spitting out of her face. “I don‟t know 
what you‟re going on about, but I want 
you to stop. It‟s doing my head in. I don‟t 
need it today. OK? I don‟t need it, so 
just…..shut…up.” (Ward, Ch-1/Pg-
3/Par-10/Dt-27). 
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9. McNulty 
 
a. He walked up and down between the 
    
 
 
 
 desks, stopping and saying something to 
each of us before going on to the next 
one. “Unemployed.” “Checkout girl.” 
“Garbage man.” When he got to me, he 
didn’t even pause. “Cleaning lady,” he 
said and carried on walking. He worked 
his way back to the front, turned and faced 
us. “OK, how did that make you feel?” 
(Ward, Ch-2/Pg-12/Par-14/Dt-28). 
 
 
10. Jordan 
 
a. “I don‟t like you, Marsh, and I don‟t like 
your boyfriend.” “He’s not my---”. 
“Shut up! I‟m walking.” Jordan liked it, 
that feeling of power. (Ward, Ch-7/Pg-
53/Par-6/Dt-29).  
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11. Simon 
 
a. “It‟s God‟s church.” The footsteps 
stopped. Their echoes faded away into the 
vaulted roof, and there was silence. “I 
beg your pardon?” I knew that one. 
That’s it, I thought. Simon was in real 
trouble now, and so was I. “I mean, that 
is to say, this is the house of God. Of 
course, we look after it, but rally it isn‟t 
ours. I mean, we’re the guardians, 
but….” His stumbling words trailed off. 
“And your point is?” “Surely…surely, 
we must search our hearts and do what 
Jesus would do.”How lame was that? I 
thought. I‟m done for. But I wasn‟t 
because Simon had found the perfect 
line, had said the one thing that could 
save me.  (Ward, Ch-29/Pg-245/Par-
42/Dt-30). 
     
 
 
 
 12. The Rector  
 
a. “You‟re welcome in God‟s House, child. 
You have sought sanctuary with us, and 
you will find it here. For the time being.” 
(Ward, Ch-29/Pg-246/Par-58/Dt-31). 
 
     
 
 
 
13. Britney‟s Mother 
 
a. The voices were nearer now, right 
outside the door. I hadn’t noticed them 
come upstairs. “Good night, love. Try 
and get some sleep. I‟m just going in the 
shower.” “OK. Night, Mom.” (Ward, 
Ch-25/Pg-216/Par-25/Dt-32). 
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2. Discussion  
In this part, the writer presented the data analysis that have been found 
based on Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”. Besides, writer described four types 
of power of love of five types by seeing the conversation based on Erich 
Fromm‟s theory of power of love that produced by the all character. In the 
novel “Numbers” there are some characters that have some types of power of 
love, they are: 
1. Marsh 
a. Brotherly Love (BL) 
Brotherly love is love of neighbor including the stranger. Brotherly love 
is based on the experience that we all are one.  
 In datum 1, Marsh expresses care, concern to spider. She is really 
worried about situation and condition of Spider. She gives advice to him that 
dangerous if will be friends with them because they only care about 
themselves. Character Marsh describes about care to another person as fellow 
man and it is form the power of love. 
In datum 2, showed characters of Marsh help Spider out from danger 
situation because at the moment Spider fainted result falls in the river. From 
the statement of Spider describe character of Marsh care about live fellow 
man, and when Marsh say forget it, I just did what anyone would‟ve, its 
proof form care and concern to fellow man. As fellow man, we must be help 
with each other because it is form the power of love. In datum 3, character of 
Marsh shows us that she respect for husband and want looks Spider don‟t 
remember date of the death him and give composure. She really respects and 
want make him safe and composed. Besides, Marsh always remembers her 
promise to Val that she will take care of him and keeps him safe and it is form 
of power of love that is love between husband and wife.  
In datum 4 also described that character (Marsh) who give statement 
that “Spider, listen. Maybe I‟m wrong.” And that is form care of Marsh with 
Spider. As fellow men we must always give support, help, care, respect, 
concern to each other, Marsh also show that she has strong affection that is 
care feeling to another person. 
 In datum 5, doesn‟t far of character Marsh who describe from concern 
and responsibility to another person. Marsh will be suicide so that change 
misery for a lot of human especially Spider, she think that if she die and did 
not looks that number, all of human and spider can safe  because she think 
that she is the key of problem happen. Character of Marsh show that she is 
human who care to fellow man. She has strong feeling that is care and respect, 
and she think that she has responsibility to help fellow man. 
In datum 6, Marsh express like to Spider, and she want always together 
into every grief and sorrow. Marsh want always attend and keep spider, it is 
evidence responsibility to him as wife. Marsh has strong feeling to him and 
she won‟t if her separateness with spider, Marsh really love to Spider, she 
sure that if she always together with him she can keep Spider. The 
conversation shows that they have relation that is strong affection as couple 
husband and wife, she capable do something if they always together. 
In datum 7, showed that characters of Marsh described care and has 
responsibility to another person. She thinks if she doing something maybe that 
problem can‟t happen because at the moment she and Spider go to a city that 
is london. But after stay in the city, she looks same numbers at all people. The 
number is date of death until she and Spider get out from that place and the 
places explode. From the attitude of Marsh describe that she is really care and 
 very regret don‟t give information to another person and doesn‟t something 
because it is her responsibility because only her know about it. 
b. Motherly Love (ML) 
 Motherly love is the love of a woman for her children. Motherly love is 
unconditional love like that of a mother for her child. 
In datum 8, showed us that Marsh do something like a mother, the 
situation at that time her child thirsty and invites her child to make tea, Marsh 
really respect to her child, Adam is child of Marsh. Based on define power of 
love to child that its unconditional affirmation of the child‟s life and his needs, 
as evidence if marsh care to her child, it‟s clear that Marsh has show character 
of a mother which care to her child and its relation with define of motherly 
love.  
c. Love of God (LG) 
Love of God also springs from the need to overcome the anxiety of 
separateness by the experience of union. 
In datum 9, conversations by character of Marsh had showed when 
Marsh prays to the God about her problem. She always remember condition 
of Spider, she doesn‟t want if happen something with spider. She prays to the 
God because Marsh doesn‟t know again what she will do for safe Spider. 
Same with Spider, Marsh also doesn‟t want separateness with him, so‟ she 
pray to the God, she believe if human something, the God will be granting. 
 In characters of Marsh above don‟t only describe one types of power of 
love but explain three types of power of love that is brotherly love, motherly 
love, and love of God and from the three types that based on the sense of care, 
respect and understanding of the character of God.  
2. Spider 
a. Brotherly Love (BL) 
Brotherly love is sense respect and care to fellow man. In datum 10 
conversations by Spider, he asks about the condition of Marsh. This is form 
concern and care to friend or another person. As evidence, he help Marsh 
stand up and then spider sit down in beside her, when Marsh shivering, spider 
direct take a shirt and give her. Spider shows sense care and respect to Marsh. 
 In datum 11 same with datum 10 that conversations showed the 
character of Spider who really care to another person when Marsh want across 
river, he worry if Marsh fall into river because at the moment is danger 
situation. Spider say to Marsh for carefully and its form care and concern to 
another person. Spider said you have to be careful,” he called. “OK,” I yelled 
back. Care, concern is form the power of love.  
In datum 12, it categorized at the power of love. Based on the 
conversation indicates that Spider endeavor make Marsh comfortable. 
Actually Spider really care to her  as husband and Spider used hand to make 
her calm and it is one of form respect when someone sad or have problem we 
can make comfortable and that is proof spider so care to her.  
 b. Self Love (SL) 
Self-love is just concern for himself as an individual not to another 
person. In datum 13, conversations shown character of Spider will kill Jordan 
because Jordan always disturb Marsh and Spider, from the statement of 
Spider, he doesn‟t care, respect about Jordan because attitude of Jordan 
doesn‟t good. Spider thinks that if he kills Jordan automatically he doesn‟t 
will disturb again. Spider said I don‟t care. He doesn‟t deserve anything 
different for what he done. He had no right…., Spider only care of himself 
and her. 
From the quotation above which described characters Spider showed 
two types of power of love that brotherly love and self love, and between two 
types this have different who really far because brotherly love is care and 
respect to another person whereas self love is just care to herself. 
3. Karen 
a. Motherly Love (ML) 
Motherly love is love between mom‟s and child. It is unconditional 
affirmation of the child‟s life and his needs. 
In datum 14, the context of conversation by Karen showed that she is 
concern to Marsh because Karen is mother of Marsh. Karen said Marsh! “Are 
you alright? Where‟ve you been? Come in, Marsh. Sit down.” As a mother 
sure will be care with her child, although Karen is a stepmother but she 
always concern to Marsh and really care and concern to her child. As 
 evidence she always wants to know about condition and activity of Marsh. In 
datum 15, shown Karen and Sue try understand about condition and situation 
of Marsh. Karen doesn‟t believe if her child like hardness, she want her child 
talk about all of her problem, and Karen and Sue will endeavor for understand 
and she wants her feel of child save. Karen and Sue don‟t like if Marsh looks 
sad and she wants become mothers who understand about all of problem and 
care, concern and responsibility to her child. And in this datum also show that 
Karen is a good mother who really cares to her child, her effort so that marsh 
always comfortable. 
In datum 16, conversation categorized at power of love because the 
conversation shown by Karen which care for her child. She want make her 
child feeling save, Karen try embracing Marsh so that become composed. At 
the moment, as a mother Karen asks to Marsh about condition, she is loves 
her, care and concern about condition her child. Observe of Karen, her really 
concern and responsibility about Marsh. Karen requires Marsh for come back 
to home and assemble with her all family. Karen don‟t want Marsh sick again 
and she also want always stay in beside her child and provide the best for her 
children.   
In datum 17, same with in datum 16 that character Karen showed that 
she really respect about her child, Karen tried to her convincing, she gives 
strength or supporting to her child so that Marsh don‟t give up for waiting 
Spider, Karen doesn‟t want see Marsh cry. She suggests to her that spider will 
 came and meet with Marsh. Although Karen is stepmother but she always 
becomes a good mother for Marsh.  
In datum 18, conversations categorized at power of love because the 
character of Karen describe that she try to understand condition of life and 
change life of Marsh. Karen gives advice to Marsh so that doesn‟t give up and 
sometimes we must to know and understand something which we do and the 
advice that is form understand, care and respect to her child. Karen has shown 
a mother which responds to her child because she has give support and advice 
to Marsh. 
b. Love of God (LG) 
Our love of God is based on our understanding of the nature and 
character of God which has changed over time. This will be dealt with in the 
section on religion. It has been stated above that the basis for our need to love 
alive in the experience of separateness and the resulting need to overcome the 
anxiety of separateness by the experience of union. 
In datum 19, conversations categorized at love of God. Karen shown 
that she gives understands about God to Marsh. She make Marsh believe to 
the God, that all of give by God is good especially power of Marsh, Karen 
also give support to her. The character of Karen describe person which believe 
the character of God. God is place where person require something. As a 
human being, God is good place we prays and request.  
 In quotation above which described of character of Karen showed two 
types of power of love that motherly love and love of God.  
4. Val 
Motherly Love (ML) 
 A mothers show love to her child with sense care, and responsibility 
absolutely necessary for the preservation of the child‟s life and growth. 
 In datum 20, conversations by Val showed that she really care, concern 
and knows what Spider need. Val is grandmother of spider because him 
mother of spider has died, so that Val change position of mother spider, Val 
has keep spider still baby until adult. At the moment, Val makes tea for her 
son, Val really showed care to Spider as a mother.  
 In datum 21, categorized as power of love because from the 
conversation above described that Val really love, care, concern and 
responsibility to spider as proof when her hand touch face of spider with 
rested affection lately and tell to Marsh about condition of Spider, Val 
indicates that she is really care ,love to her son. Character Marsh shown loves 
a mother for her child. 
 In datum 22, conversations produced by Val indicates love a mother for 
her child because Val shown strong affection to Spider, She is really anxious 
about condition of spider, Val say thanks to Marsh because for bring Spider 
back to her. Spider really means to Val and it‟s a proof that Val really cares 
 and don‟t want if spider have problem. Its show a mother care, respect and 
concern with her child.  
5. Britney 
Brotherly Love (BL) 
Brotherly love is love between equals: but, indeed, even as equals we are 
not always “equals”; inasmuch as we are human, we are all in need of help: 
Today I, Tomorrow you. 
  In datum 23, conversations by Britney shown care to another person. 
Britney concern and respect to her condition. At the moment Marsh is sick, 
she is looks weak. Britney is friend of Marsh and she really care and respect 
about her condition after she knows that Marsh sick and know also story 
about Marsh and spider, Britney gives support to Marsh. And she said “here, 
lie down. You‟ll be alright.” The conversation shown that Britney make it 
comfortable, care, and respect. Britney help Marsh with give support that she 
will be fine and she doesn‟t want see Marsh tortured.  
  Same with datum 24, conversation showed by Britney, The context of 
the conversation begin when Britney hear story of Marsh. After hear story 
about spider and know that Marsh very love him and Marsh think that she will 
not meet again and it make her drop, Britney always try give support to her so 
that Marsh composed. Beside that Britney also put her arms round Marsh and 
make it a tea for comfortable her feeling because she really concern to Marsh. 
 It clear that it is form care, respect to another person based on conversation 
above. 
6. Rita 
Motherly Love (ML) 
Motherly love is love between a child and a mother. In datum 25, 
conversations by Rita shown that she really want her child come back to 
home. Every day she also remember and wait her child, hope one day the 
pong will ring and she know about condition and location her child. 
Expression which shown of Rita describe that she is really concern with 
condition for her child. The sense care, concern, respect is from attitude a 
mother its natural because it‟s a form love a mother for her child. 
7. Anne  
Brotherly Love (BL) 
Brotherly love is the sense of responsibility, care, respect and 
knowledge that furthers the life of another human. 
In datum 26, the conversation produce by Anne describe that Anne 
shown as a mother for Marsh, she care about condition Marsh so that she ask 
about condition her and offer food to her. Anne her serves and stays in beside 
of Marsh. Form care of Anne is when she hugs Marsh and after that offer a 
food to her because she is anxious to her condition which happen.  
8. Mum 
Self Love (SL) 
 Self love is love for oneself and love for another person is not mutually 
exclusive. In datum 27, showed that Mum doesn‟t care about feeling another 
person and just care about herself. Mum is mother of Marsh but she doesn‟t 
care about condition and feel of Marsh. As proof, when she order to Marsh for 
stop talk and doesn‟t want hear her child talk again, and she  say that shut up, 
she convey with crude manner without care about feeling her child. The 
conversation above described someone which not cares about feeling another 
person. 
9. McNulty 
Self Love (SL) 
Self-love is just concern for himself. In datum 28, conversations by 
McNulty shown angry to child, She doesn‟t care about condition psychology 
of child. She only think about her feel and can satisfaction. She says to child 
that you unemployed, checkout girl, garbage man and after that ask to child 
about feeling of them. As a teacher she must care about her protégé but 
McNulty only self love without care about feeling of children or each other. 
10. Jordan  
Self Love (SL) 
Self-love is the same as selfishness. In datum 29, conversations by 
Jordan shown that he dislike Marsh and Spider. Jordan doesn‟t care about 
Marsh and Spider, he only want satisfaction when he see someone tortured, 
she feel that have strength because he is head of civilian. From the describe 
 story we can make conclude that Jordan only care, respect about himself and 
him group. 
11. Simon  
Love of God (LG) 
Love of God has as many different qualities and aspects as the love of 
man have and to a large extent we find the same differences. 
In datum 30, the conversations produced by Simon describe that Simon 
really love to God. Simon is keeper of Church so that she now about the 
character of God and he also live into church because based on the statement 
of Simon, he said to Marsh It‟s God‟s church, “And your point is?” 
“Surely…surely, we must search our hearts and do what Jesus would do. 
Based on the statement Simon to marsh show he teach Marsh to know about 
the character of God (Jesus), he believe if we know about the character of God 
automatically if we required something, God will be gives especially if we 
want unite with another person, same the problem of Marsh which always 
unite with Spider. 
12. The Rector 
Love of God (LG) 
Love of God unlimited for human beings, love of God based on our firm 
believe and everyone has conviction different. From their conviction it appear 
power of love to God. 
 In datum 31, conversations by Rector shown he believes to the God that 
God is protection place which good, he say to Marsh that this place is God‟s 
house. Rector is a clergyman who lives in church and always prays to the 
God. The character of Rector describe that he give conviction to Marsh that 
God can overcome her problem for separateness. 
13. Britney’s Mother 
Motherly Love (ML) 
Motherly love is love between mom‟s and child. In datum 32, 
conversations by Britney‟s mothers shown she really cares, concern with 
Britney, he give to concern when Britney will sleep. He goes to room‟s 
Britney for ensure Britney has sleep, he only check condition of Britney. As 
proof when she said to her child “Good night, love. Try and get some sleep. 
I‟m just going in the shower.” “OK. Night, Mom.” Love a mother is usually 
formed care, concern and responsibility to child. 
In the Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers” explained about power of love 
of human that is done by Jemma Marsh. She is a strong woman, Marsh which 
will save a man (Spider) whom her love, Marsh is able to look the date of 
death of all people which she looks. She through some obstacles but she never 
give up and keep her love although at the last Marsh lost Spider because he 
died but she tried to keep her power of love to Spider. As evidence, she 
promised, she would never marry with another person and would only take 
care of her children.  
 After analyzing the data found the novel “Numbers” according to the 
theory of Fromm‟s, the writer found that the most dominant love exposed is 
brotherly love, the second is motherly love, the third is love of God and the 
next is self love from the five types of power of love.  From the finding the 
writer concluded that is dominated by brotherly love. It delivers that the 
power of love in this novel is helping human to built good relation with 
another person and incorporates the sense of care, respect, concern, and 
responsibility. From the five types of power of love above which found in this 
novel, four between types of power of love that is motherly love, self love and 
love of God, love between husband and wife which describe above, a lot of 
based on brotherly love because incorporates the sense of responsibility, care, 
respect, concern. It means that, brotherly love is subject of all types of power 
of love. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 This chapter presented conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing Rachel 
Ward‟s novel “Numbers”, the writer provided conclusions and suggestions to the 
readers.  
A. Conclusion 
In Rachel Ward‟s novel “Numbers”, the writer found four types of 
power of love from five types of power of love which implied in sentence of 
conversation or dialogue that used by all character in novel. The power of 
love in the novel most exposed is brotherly love, the second motherly love, 
the third is love between husband and wife, the four is love of God and the 
last is self love. One of form of power of love which described in the novel 
“Numbers” is built good relation with another person, care, respect, concern 
and responsibility and it is a simple form of power of love. 
B. Suggestion  
   Based on the conclusion above, the writer gives suggestions as the following 
below: 
1. The writer suggests the readers to improve their understanding about the 
context of the types of power of love because it has five types of power of 
love. Power of love is something necessary which always described in the 
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 daily life at every human being and use for built good relation with another 
person. 
2.  She hopes it can be a reference for them inconducting the same research 
especially about the types of power of love. 
3. In spite of, she realizes this writing is not completely perfect and some 
corrections are still necessary in order to accomplish better analysis. 
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